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Sept. 21, 2018

Office of Community and Rural Affairs
Regional Stellar Communities
One North Capitol
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Dear Stellar Review Committee:
Every Stellar Region feels that they are deserving of the designation “Regional Stellar,” but here
is why we believe our region really is Stellar.
Our region has been one of Central Indiana’s best kept secrets. The towns of Cumberland,
McCordsville and New Palestine are located on the western side of Hancock County and serve as
the anchors for the corridor with each community providing a different feel and quality of life
experience. Mt. Comfort Road, also known as Olio to our neighbors in Fishers and County Road
600 West through McCordsville and New Palestine, serves as a major corridor through Hancock
County. The Mt. Comfort Corridor also offers excellent access to the Indianapolis Regional
Airport, Hamilton County, I-69 and downtown Indianapolis via 1-70. The Mt. Comfort Corridor
carries in excess of 13,000 cars daily to various locations, making it one of the most highly
traveled (non-interstate) road in Hancock County.
Our Stellar plan focuses on projects that will not only benefit our three-town area, but the
whole of Hancock County and surrounding regions. By drawing upon the existing amenities and
developing new ideas, we can show how “smart” technology connects the corridor. We have
developed strong and lasting partnerships with others in the community to help us fulfill the
plan. Those partners include NineStar Connect, Hancock Health, Mt. Vernon Community School
Corporation, our municipal redevelopment commissions, Hancock County Economic
Development Commission, Hancock County Redevelopment Commission, and many others. We
have reached out to our communities and listened to how they would like to see the corridor
develop. Each town, while connected by the Mt. Comfort Corridor offers their own style.
McCordsville offers suburban living, with award winning schools, in a high growth residential
area. Cumberland falls within both Marion and Hancock Counties and offers urban amenities
and suburban lifestyle with its historic core on the Historic National Road. New Palestine
provides a quaint town with a historic main street. But together we are “Small Towns with Big
Ideas.”
While collaboration between our communities is not new, the Stellar process has brought our
communities closer, helped expand our partnerships with other public and private entities, and
expanded our view of our ability to fulfill the projects contained in our plan. We will continue
with the projects outlined in our plan with or without Stellar, but the likelihood of completing
them in the very near future is in doubt. A Stellar designation would give us the ability to better
compete in the fast growing Central Indiana region. We have the talent, the capacity and the
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drive to get it done, but a Stellar designation would enable our communities to accelerate these
plans.
We are pleased to submit to you our comprehensive Regional Development Plan which seeks
designation of the Mt. Comfort Gateway Corridor as a Stellar Region. Questions regarding our
submittal can be directed to Ryan Crum, Director of Planning and Building for the Town of
McCordsville. He can be reached at 317.335.3604 or rcrum@mccordsville.org.
Sincerely,

April Fisher
Town Manager, Cumberland
P: 317.894.6213

Tonya Galbraith
Town Manager, McCordsville
P: 317.335.3151

Dave Book
Town Manager, New Palestine
P: 317.861.4727

E: afisher@town-cumberland.com

E:tgalbraith@mccordsville.org

E:townmanager@townofnewpalestine.org
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Current State of the Region
The Mt. Comfort Corridor is located one mile east of Indianapolis, in western Hancock County, and is
bisected by I-70. The Region is anchored by the limits of the Towns of Cumberland, McCordsville, and
New Palestine. McCordsville anchors the north end of the corridor, which ends at 96th Street. New
Palestine, anchors the south end of the corridor at US 52, and Cumberland anchors the middle at US 40.
Mt. Comfort Road is predominantly a two-lane roadway that in some areas carries an excess of 13,000
vehicles a day. The Region also features Indianapolis Regional Airport, which is one of the largest
reliever airports in the nation.
The region is blessed with important transportation routes including SR 67, I-70, US 40, and US 52. The
combined average daily traffic (ADT) of those roadways last year was over 107,000 1. A traffic study
conducted by A&F Engineering in 2015 estimated the ADT on Mt. Comfort Road alone would rise to over
22,000 by 2030. Hancock County is one of the fastest growing counties in the state. Most of the
County’s growth is occurring within this region. These transportation routes and our location within the
MSA, is driving the increase in traffic through the Region. That increase in traffic will continue and spur
more growth, both of which will have great impacts on our communities.
The corridor features a mix of land uses. The north portion of the corridor through McCordsville is
mostly residential, with some targeted commercial areas that will continue to develop as the town
grows. South of McCordsville, and around Indianapolis Regional Airport, the land use is predominately
industrial. As you approach I-70, the land uses turn towards commercial services. South of I-70 is the
planned Hancock Health Gateway Campus, along with other commercial uses. The portion of the
corridor south of those commercial uses and north of US 40 features a mix of residential and
undeveloped property. The intersection at US 40 is earmarked for a master planned mixed-use
development. South of US 40 continues the trend of residential and undeveloped properties all the way
to US 52, where the
corridor
enters
New Map of Area of Analysis
Palestine. In New Palestine
the corridor is mostly
commercial, with another
planned health campus to
be built by Hancock Health.
The Corridor impacts a
much larger area than its
physical boundaries. Much
of the data available is
based upon zip codes. The
map to the right shows the
area of impact.
It
represents
the
vast
majority of Hancock County
1

INDOT Traffic Data (http://indot.ms2soft.com/tcds/tsearch.asp?loc=Indot&mod)
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and the far northeast side of Marion County. Population growth is expected to rise by 38% from 2000
to 2023. Along with that growth, the median age is projected to increase from 35.2 in 2010 to 37.2 in
2023. Over 76% of the population has a high school degree or higher, and 40.9% has a post-secondary
degree, higher than the US average of 37%.
The top five occupation groups in the region are (including median hourly earnings) Office and
Administrative Support ($16.08), Transportation and Material Moving ($15.93), Sales and Sales Related
($12.03), Food Prep and Serving Related ($9.38), and Production ($15.70).
Top Occupations, Wages, and Housing Affordability
Description

Office and
Administrative Support
Occupations
Transportation and
Material Moving
Occupations
Sales and Related
Occupations
Food Preparation and
Serving Related
Occupations
Production Occupations

Median Hourly
Earnings

Annual
Earnings

Estimated Housing
Affordability*

$16.08

$46,310

$141,574

Estimated
Affordable
Monthly Rent**
$1,286

$15.93

$45,878

$139,586

$1,274

$12.03

$34,646

$95,083

$962

$9.38

$27,014

$57,110

$750

$15.70

$45,216

$136,541

$1,256

*Assumes $20,000 down payment, $500 in monthly debts.
**Assumes 30% of gross monthly income.

A single-earner family in the region earning the median wage in the above occupations could afford a
home between $57,110 and $141,574 (or $750-$1,286 in monthly rent). Across the region 58% of home
values fall between $50,000 and $199,999. Additionally, 59.5% of the population travels less than 30
minutes to work, which means a relatively short commute for much of the workforce.

2

Data on the region is from U.S. Census Bureau, ESRI, and Emsi. Detailed demographic, housing, and economic
information is provided in an Appendix
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Travel Time to Work

90 or more minutes
60 to 89 minutes
45 to 59 minutes
40 to 44 minutes
35 to 39 minutes
30 to 34 minutes
25 to 29 minutes
20 to 24 minutes
15 to 19 minutes
10 to 14 minutes
5 to 9 minutes
Less than 5 minutes
0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

A retail analysis focused along the corridor for a width of two miles in each direction produced some
expected findings. 3 Many retail sectors in the area have a retail leakage, with residents in the corridor
traveling outside of region to purchase goods. The primary sectors with the most severe retail gaps were
General Merchandise, Clothing & Clothing Accessories, and Food Services & Dining. In just the three
towns, the estimated retail opportunities lost in those three sectors are as follows:
o
o
o

General Merchandise:
Clothing & Clothing Accessories:
Food Services & Dining:

$30,812,196
$7,916,946
$17,535,170

The region is in the midst of substantial population growth, and this growth will continue to impact
development on and around the corridor. An aging and diversifying population means development
must adapt to meet the needs of different demographics. Increased wage, job, and housing diversity
will help support future growth. Finally, there are several retail opportunities along the corridor to
capture local demand for products and services.

Planning & Studies
Each town, along with the County, currently has a Comprehensive Plan. The Comprehensive Plan guides
each town’s land use decisions. Any planning efforts conducted through Stellar, including, but not
limited to, New Palestine’s Main Street Plan and McCordsville’s Old Town Revitalization Plan, will utilize
the Comprehensive Plan as their baseline. Additionally, municipal documents, such as Zoning

3

The retail analysis was completed using ESRI’s business analyst tool, which looks at the flow of goods and services
into and out of a defined region. Industries that have a retail leakage represent opportunities for growth in a given
area as residents are leaving the study area to make purchases from those industries. Industries that have a retail
surplus are strong economic drivers in the area as they are attracting purchases from people living out side of the
study area.
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Ordinances, Parks and Recreation Master Plans, and Thoroughfare Plans are components of the
Comprehensive Plan, and each proposed Stellar project is consistent with these official documents.
Additionally, in 2016, a major economic impact study was completed. That study, which involved town
leadership, Hancock County, and the Hancock County Community Foundation, was aimed at providing
analysis of potential development scenarios along the corridor. The key takeaway from the study was
that further collaboration was needed to continue to guide and direct the growth of the corridor. To
that end, in 2017, the Hancock County Redevelopment Commission formed the Government Relations
Steering Committee (GRSC). The main goal of the GRSC is to further development of the corridor by
securing and identifying funds for roadway improvements to Mt. Comfort Road. One of the direct
results of the group’s work has been the hiring of a federal lobbyist. Another result has been the
creation of the Land Use and Design Committee (LUDC). The LUDC was formed to focus on consistent
standards along the corridor throughout all jurisdictions. The data and analysis from the economic
impact study has already been used by the towns throughout our Stellar efforts and will continue to be
used to inform local decision makers on the impacts of growth. The Town of McCordsville recently used
data from the study to project future tax revenues based upon land use assumptions. In turn, this has
informed the Town in more detail on the impacts of our Future Land Use Map. The Town plans to
further explore these impacts by completing a Town-wide Financial Sustainability Study in 2019.
As our Stellar efforts continue and evolve into marketing and branding the corridor as described herein,
the LUDC will need to finalize development standards for the corridor, both inside and outside the
towns, so that consistency can be formalized and transparent for all. We believe marketing and
branding, along with a consistent vision for the development corridor must go hand-in-hand. Finally, the
GRSC will continue their efforts to identify funding opportunities for the major road projects along the
corridor.

Key Achievements
The vision for the Mt. Comfort Gateway Corridor is to establish the corridor of the future powered by
health, technology, and smart towns with a strong sense of place. This regional initiative is focused on
connecting regional assets, enhancing quality of place, addressing housing issues in the region, and
improving the region’s ability to compete globally for economic development. We envision a masterplanned corridor, which manages growth by promoting a mix of land uses which are complementary.
The corridor will be marketed, branded, and designed to engage different industry sectors, such as
advanced manufacturing, research and development, aeronautics, agri-innovation, and retail to provide
a diversified tax base and multiple employment opportunities. We believe the Mt. Comfort Corridor can
do this, and in doing so breaks the traditional corridor model. We have begun calling this new model
the “Corridor of Tomorrow”. This model produces a corridor that is aesthetically pleasing and features
places and amenities that people and employers alike gravitate to, while providing long-term, diverse,
and sustainable tax base for the Region. All three communities agree with this regional vision and
believe the achievements will be met in the following ways:
(1) Continued engagement of the community and business leaders to promote this shared vision
through plans, partnerships, studies, and forums identified in the Plan.
(2) Selective use of funding that produces the necessary improvements to the built environment
needed to incentivize investment from the private sector.
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(3) A detailed and adopted master plan, with a
strategic economic development strategy that is
viable and suitable for the corridor.
(4) Private sector investment in the corridor.
(5) Diversification of the industrial sectors around
Indianapolis Regional Airport and the I-70
interchange.
(6) Link regional assets, improve quality of life, and
compete globally for economic development.

Town Goals
Cumberland
o

o

Designation
We know from talking to past Stellar Community
Designees that Stellar designation brings notoriety to the
community and is valuable in leveraging public
investment to bring significant private investment into
the communities. We plan to use designation, if
awarded, as part of a new branding campaign. Regional
branding has not been done before along this corridor
and we believe a well thought out strategy combined
with physical projects will help us attract new residents,
businesses, and visitors, as well as retain those that
already know how great the corridor is and can be.

o

Regional branding will create an identity for the corridor
based on the places we are creating through Stellar
Communities. Branding and placemaking are key in
establishing the corridors identity as the “Corridor of the
Future”.

o

We have tried to focus our projects in target areas that
either are or will become the activity centers for the
corridor to infuse needed vitality and focus. We believe
that revitalization needs to build on the strengths of each
community, as well as developing strong neighborhoods,
and enhancements to quality of life. The best way to spur
activity in an underutilized or under programmed area is
to infuse it with funding, amenities, and places for people
to gather. This infusion of energy will draw attention to
the area, help give visualization to the regional identity,
and bring more private investment.

o

Develop the town’s eastern gateway
by partnering with private sector on a
mixed-use development
Create a mixed use project at Carroll
Road and US 40 that provides a
transition from Old Town that
leverages the town’s trail system
The Town of Cumberland will lead by
example with Smart Technology by
retrofitting town hall with smart
technology and adding smart
amenities on trails
Develop strong and diverse housing
options in strong neighborhoods by
supporting different housing types to
address gaps identified in the housing
analysis

McCordsville
o
o
o

o

Improve traffic flow along Mt.
Comfort Road
Spur investment in Old Town
Create a town center
Enhance quality of life by providing
amenities, place-making, and
opportunities for continued
investment in the community
Use technology to improve
government services

New Palestine
o
o
o

Spur investment along Main Street
Enhance quality of by providing new
amenities
Maintain New Palestine’s small-town
charm

Regional branding that includes Stellar Designation allows us an opportunity to be out in front of
organizations and businesses that we may not have been able to without the designation. Stellar
Communities has its own name recognition, and when we tell people we are a finalist, we have their
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attention. Stellar Communities finalist designation has brought new conversations that we believe will
lead to additional programs and investment along the corridor. Actual designation as a Stellar
Community could be what this region needs to accelerate and manage development along the corridor.
A great example of leveraging Stellar Communities designation for us is the new partnerships we are
forming. As a result of the designation, we have embarked on three new partnership efforts that
showcase the momentum in the region. We believe Stellar Communities designation will allow us to
move these discussions to formalized partnerships and investment along the corridor.

Urban Land Institute Advisory Services Panel
ULI Advisory Services Program provides a proven mechanism for our leadership and stakeholders to
assess, plan, and execute a Mt. Comfort Corridor development program that serves our community in
the short and long term.
The Urban Land Institute (ULI) has long been recognized as one of the world’s most respected and
widely quoted sources of objective information on urban planning, growth, and development.
Established in 1936, ULI has over 40,000 members worldwide, representing the entire spectrum of land
use and development disciplines. The mission of ULI is to provide leadership in the responsible use of
land and in creating and sustaining communities worldwide.
The goal of ULI’s Advisory Services program is to bring the finest expertise in the real estate field to bear
on complex land use planning and development projects, programs, and policies. Since 1947, this
program has assembled over 500 ULI-member teams to help sponsors find creative, practical solutions
for issues such as downtown redevelopment, land management strategies, evaluation of development
potential, growth management, community revitalization, brownfield redevelopment, and military base
re-use. A major strength of the program is ULI’s unique ability to draw on the knowledge and expertise
of its members, including land developers and owners, public officials, academics, representatives of
financial institutions, and others.
A typical assignment brings the inter-disciplinary panel to the work with the community for an intense
five-day period, which is preceded by the collection of data and research that will be used to inform and
direct the panel’s work. The panel’s work program will consist of the following;
x
x
x
x
x

In-depth briefing day composed of site tour and meetings with community sponsors,
Full day of interviews (50-75) with community leaders and stakeholders,
Two days of working sessions formulating responses to issues, drafting initial plans and
recommendations,
Preparation of an oral presentation often with a slide show, and
A written report that is prepared within 60 days of the panel’s visit.

The Stellar Team, Hancock County, Ninestar, and Hancock Health have partnered to bring a ULI Advisory
Services Panel to the Mt. Comfort Corridor region. The panel is tentatively scheduled to take place in
December, and we are working diligently to prepare the focus area and questions to ensure the panel
has the maximum input on future development in the region.
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Aeronautics Partnerships
The Mt. Comfort Gateway Corridor is promoting technology as a prime component for the region’s
future and is establishing projects that fit with this vision. The team is actively working with the
Indianapolis Regional Airport (IRA), local school districts, and institutions of higher education to form
Aeronautics Partnerships. IRA is the largest relief airport in the nation and owns a significant amount of
property along the Mt. Comfort Corridor. IRA is interested in managing growth and finding potential
users located in close proximity that complement the airport and its efforts. The Stellar Team is working
with IRA toward a common vision for the Mt. Comfort Corridor as a master planned corridor focusing on
technology, including but not limited to aeronautics, smart technology, and agro-innovation.
Ongoing dialog between the Stellar Team and IRA focuses on specific mutually beneficial development
projects that provide high wage jobs that benefit current residents, attract new residents and workers,
leverage technological improvements along the corridor, and improve quality of life. The relationship
between the Stellar Team and IRA has led to additional conversations with other educational providers
including local school districts and large universities.
Mt. Vernon and Southern Hancock School Districts have started, or are preparing to start, aeronautic
education programs. These programs promote STEM learning and build interest around aeronautics in
local youth which open opportunities to career pathways in aeronautics for local students. The Stellar
team is also working towards potential partnerships between IRA and Purdue University and/or Indiana
State University. Partnerships would leverage capabilities of IRA for one or both of the universities to
expand their aeronautics programming in Central Indiana. These potential partnerships will be assured
by like-minded interest towards technology along the corridor.

Agri-Innovation Forum
Agriculture plays a major role in the economy of Hancock County, and much of the central and eastern
portions of the county will likely remain rural in nature for the foreseeable future. However, increased
development and business growth along Mt. Comfort Corridor and in the western portions of the county
creates a unique opportunity to leverage the region’s expertise in agriculture to spur innovation in this
sector.
A proposed Agri-Innovation Forum would bring together local formers and agribusiness with leaders in
agricultural innovation in the state to discuss the future of agriculture in Hancock County. AgriNovus
Indiana, a division of the Central Indiana Corporate Partnership, works to promote innovation in the
Agbioscience Sector throughout the state. An active partnership with local agribusiness and AgriNovus
could allow Hancock County to be at the forefront of agricultural innovation in Indiana. AgriNovus can
help connect local business to research institutions, investors, and entrepreneurial resources. Other
potential partners include the Purdue University Extension Office located in Greenfield, the Indiana
State Department of Agriculture, and Tyner Pond Farms.

The Corridor Advantage
Developers and financial institutions are afraid to take risks since the Great Recession. We are finding
that in some cases public sector partnerships are essential to development proposals in underserved
and underutilized areas. We believe this corridor will see significant private investment over the next 5
– 7 years. Our communities are small, and we are limited financially with what we can do to help
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businesses. Stellar Communities designation will allow access to additional partners and funding to
make these projects more viable.
Physical infrastructure needs to be expanded and improved, key parcels need to be incentivized for high
value development, and the towns must show they can “lead the pack” in terms of technology. Private
investment will expect to see local governments that back-up plans and rhetoric with action and
investment. We cannot effectively market and brand this corridor as the Corridor of Tomorrow, without
the proper investment in infrastructure, technology, and quality land use policies today. The Stellar
Designation and our commitments to the corridor will illustrate to private investors that this corridor is a
priority for development and ideal location for their industry.
In today’s economy, the availability of workforce is increasingly important to employers when making
location decisions. People are coming to western Hancock County. In order to continue that trend, we
must achieve two critical things. First, we must add to our tax base with commercial and industrial land
uses, as the associated assessed value will allow us to more proactively build amenities and improve
quality of life that are demanded by residents. Second, we must be able to provide more employment
opportunities for those residents.
We see Stellar Communities designation as a partnership with the state to help our towns flourish as the
Corridor of the Future. We are small, but mighty communities with big dreams for this corridor. Stellar
Communities designation gives us another tool in our toolbox to leverage the right type of private sector
investment in the region to build out our vision.
The towns’ goals for the Corridor are ambitious. Master-planning for an entire corridor is challenging,
but our towns have a history of quality long-term, proactive planning. However, having the funding to
bring those plans to life is how Stellar can help us meet our goals. The towns have the ability to create a
corridor plan, complete branding and marketing plans, and make incremental capital improvements as
our standard municipal budget allow. However, to get in front of the pace of growth along the corridor,
our small towns need outside funding sources. Physical infrastructure needs to be updated and
improved, key parcels need to be incentivized for high value development, and the towns must show
they can “lead the pack” in terms of technology. Private investment will expect to see local
governments that back-up plans and rhetoric with action and investment. We cannot effectively market
and brand this corridor as the Corridor of Tomorrow, without the proper investment in infrastructure,
technology, and quality land use policies. A Stellar designation will allow us to be proactive, invest, and
demonstrate to the private sector why they should partner with us and invest in this Corridor.
We will capitalize on the Stellar designation by using the momentum as a kick off for our masterplanning, branding, and marketing projects. With a designation, the Towns will work to complete a
master plan for the Corridor from CR 1000N to US 52. Simultaneously, we will use data collected to
prepare a list of targeted industries for the corridor, based upon proper land use, current inventory,
needs, strengths, projected assessed value, and industry requirements. The collection of this
information will inform and ultimately produce a master plan for the corridor based upon not only a
traditional land use model, but a plan which seeks maximum assessed value, diversified industries,
diversified employment opportunities, supporting services, and residential opportunities that meet the
needs of the projected employment base. We fully understand that today, the jobs follow the people.
People are coming to western Hancock County. In order to continue that trend, we must achieve two
critical things. First, we must add to our tax base with commercial and industrial land uses, as the
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associated assessed value will allow us to more proactively build amenities and improve quality of life
that are demanded by residents. Second, we must be able to provide more employment opportunities
for those residents.
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3
QUALIFICATIONS, COMMUNITY
CAPACITY, & ENGAGEMENT
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Qualifications
The Towns of McCordsville and New Palestine as well as the Hancock County portion of Cumberland are
not part of an entitlement community. The three towns have adopted or amended their comprehensive
plans within the last seven years and the Indy MPO has provided the required letter of
recommendation. The towns are all in good standing with OCRA and its partner agencies and have the
capacity to manage and implement projects on a large scale.

Capacity

Central Indiana:
#1 Fastest Growing Region

Our communities have been working
together for three years. We have
Hancock County:
successfully completed joint projects
#4 Fastest Growing
on fiscal impact analysis, signage, and
County
trail planning through. In fact, our
McCordsville:
Stellar Region and some of the Stellar
projects resulted from the next steps
#3 Fastest Growing Town
identified in the Mt. Comfort Road
Fiscal Impact Analysis completed in
2016. The joint signage project, which
installed uniform school district and
municipal signage through the Mt.
Vernon Community School District,
was completed in 2015. The project
was viewed so well the Hancock
County Community Foundation (HCCF)
patterned the program and has
offered it to the other school districts
in the County. Our trail planning
efforts have resulted in the creation of
a county-wide trails plan. We believe
it is the first plan of its kind in the state. It has wide support throughout the County, and is currently
going through the County’s adoption process. Once that is complete, each municipality (all
municipalities are involved) will adopt the Plan via resolution. The three towns have professional staff
with experience working in municipal government and with comparable projects in scale. Each of us
brings different experiences and skills to the table. For example, Cumberland was designated a
Hometown Collaborative Initiative (HCI) Generation 5 community in 2016. Cumberland’s HCI focus has
been on Placemaking, so in addition to the skills learned for capacity building, staff members have also
brought elements and ideas on placemaking from HCI into Stellar. Additionally, Cumberland adopted a
Comprehensive Plan in 2000, and in 2011, a new comprehensive plan had to be adopted because 95% of
the projects in the plan had already been completed or were underway. This is a great example of the
commitment to the implementation phase, which is so important for communities. New Palestine is a
Main Street Community and has a very active Chamber of Commerce bringing their experiences and
community engagement ideas. New Palestine also has shown it ability to complete big projects, such as
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its recent multi-million dollar wastewater treatment plant expansion. McCordsville, the largest
community of the three, has the largest in-house staff. That staff includes a Professional Engineer (P.E.)
and Certified Urban Planner (AICP). McCordsville has significant experience with grants, having secured
and completed 32 grant projects since 2013.
The table below shows projects the communities have completed over the last several years and the
development team’s resumes can be found in Appendix A. We believe that with the skills of our
professional staff, the focus of our Stellar Team, and the support and direction of our Steering
Committee we can successfully implement this plan. In fact, this plan has been largely written by the
towns’ staff members. Consultants have been brought in to fill the gaps and assist with feasibility and
preliminary design of projects and performance measures.
Past & Current Projects
Year
Project
2017Parks 5-Year Master
2018
Plan
2018Transportation Master
2019
Plan
2008Buck Creek Trail
2018
2017
German Church
Apartments
2009,
2015
2014
20142018
20172018
2017
2017
2019

2017
2016
2017
2017
2017

Town
Cumberland

Agency
Town Funded

Cumberland

MPO/INDOT & Town
Funded
INDOT/MPO/Town

Cumberland

Pennsy Trail

Cumberland

IHCDA/City of
Indianapolis/Town/Priv
ate Developer
INDOT

Town Hall Safety
Improvements
ADA Sidewalk repairs

Cumberland

Town Funded

Completed 2014

Cumberland

Town Funded

Completed

Saturn Space Pop-up
Events
Interactive Trash Cans
Lift Station
Improvements
Interactive Mural

Cumberland

Town & Private
Sponsorships
Town
Town

On-going

Schulz Ped Bridge
Surface Crossing
Safety
Bay Creek Rd
Maintenance
Old Town Rd
Maintenance
Highland Springs
Resurface

Cumberland

Status
To be completed in
late 2018
Let in fall 2018 and
complete in 2019
Substantially
complete
Tax Credits awarded
in 2018

Cumberland
Cumberland

Completed 2014

Completed
Completed

Cumberland

Town/ OCRA(HCI)/
Other

McCordsville
McCordsville

INDOT – TAP
INDOT RR - GSCP

Team assembled and
fundraising and
permitting next
phase
Completed
Completed

McCordsville

INDOT - CCMG

Completed

McCordsville

INDOT – CCMG

Completed

McCordsville

INDOT - CCMG

Completed
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Year
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017

Town
McCordsville
McCordsville
McCordsville
McCordsville
McCordsville

Agency
INDOT - CCMG
INDOT - CCMG
INDOT - CCMG
INDOT - CCMG
INDOT – CCMG

Status
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

McCordsville
McCordsville
McCordsville
McCordsville
McCordsville

DNR - RTP
IPEP
GHPOA*
IPL Energy Savings
INDOT - STP

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Under Construction

McCordsville

Local

Under Design

McCordsville

Local (in-house)

Completed

McCordsville

Local (in-house)

Completed

McCordsville

MPO - Planning

Awarded

McCordsville

Local

Under Design

McCordsville

Local

Under Design

2017

SR 67 Streetscape
Phase I
Town Center Master
Plan
School Signage

Joint

Completed

2016

Fiscal Impact Study

Joint

2018

Hancock County Trails
Plan
Farming Welland
Property
WWTP Upgrades
WWTP Upgrades
Round-a-bout

Joint
Cumberland

HCCF, Towns, Various
Community Partners
HCCF, Towns, Various
Community Partners
HCCF, Towns, Various
Community Partners
Local

Cumberland
New Palestine
New Palestine

Local
Local
New Pal/County/MPO

New Palestine

Local

In-progress
In-progress
Awarded, Under
Design
In-progress

New Palestine
New Palestine

Local
INDOT Project

In-progress
Under Design

2015
2017
2017
2017
2018
2018

2017
20182019
2019
2018

2018
2018
2018
2021
2018
2018
2018

Project
CR 600W Resurface
CR 900N Resurface
ADA Ramps
CR 700N Resurface
CR 600W & CR 900N
Traffic Signal
CR 600W Trail
Safety Grant
Tri-County Trail
WWTP Energy Savings
CR 600W & SR 67
Intersection
CR 600W & CR 750N
Intersection
Comprehensive Plan
Update
Parks & Rec Master
Plan Update
Bike/Ped Master Plan

Gem Road Trail
Extension
2018 Road Projects
US 52 & Gem
Intersection
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Community Engagement
During community engagement in each of our individual comprehensive plans, residents consistently
have said they want growth, but they want the small-town character to remain. We have tried to select
a theme and projects that reflect those desires. Once designated as a finalist in the Stellar Communities
program, we embarked on the “We love our Community because…” campaign. We wanted to highlight
what our residents love about our towns and the assets we have. Participation has driven excitement
for what these three communities can do with a Stellar Designation as well as help shape the projects
identified in this Regional Development Plan.
The “I Love my Community
because…” campaign has
also helped to unite the
communities as one region
and see how much we have
in common, but also how we
complement each other. As
we move from planning to
implementation a regional
branding initiative will allow
us to build on the campaign
and start building a brand
with name recognition and
our projects will provide a
visual connection back to
the brand.
Stellar Team Members (along with our Chalkboard) attended many community events over the summer
as part of our community engagement efforts. Stellar was a popular topic at many of the events, where
we were able to directly engage the public one-on-one or in small groups. It was a great way to
communicate our efforts and get feedback. In addition, to those inter-personal efforts, we also
launched a survey at the beginning of the Regional Development Planning process. The survey was
conducted to develop baseline data on the awareness of citizens in the region to various initiatives. The
survey received almost 700 responses. The survey will be done again prior to our Stellar presentation,
and if designated a Stellar Community will be updated and conducted annually to gauge changes in
public awareness.
The communities hired two high school students from Mt. Vernon Community Schools to set-up the Mt.
Comfort Gateway Corridor website. The students helped to determine what should be on the website,
set up the layout, tabs, and added content. This process allowed for student and youth input and
perspective into the project, helping to shape a final product that would attract viewers of all ages. In
addition to the website, we created a Facebook page. The page has daily themes like “Visual Preference
Monday,” “Tech Tuesday,” “Did you Know Wednesday,” “Throwback Thursday,” and “Healthy Friday.” It
also cross promotes events and the good things happening in the region.
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It is important to note our strategy for community engagement was to take engagement to the
community, not to ask them to come to us. Previous experience tells us we get higher levels of
participation when engagement seeks out participation than traditional public forums.
Through the Stellar Communities process has strengthened regional partnerships and pushed the Stellar
Team to develop a coordinated strategy and understanding of the community vision for future growth.
We knew the Mt. Comfort Corridor was special, but the energy and requirements of Stellar have pushed
us to a new level of understanding. The team held one-on-one interviews with stakeholders like the
Indianapolis Airport Authority and Hancock County Redevelopment Commission and conducted
outreach with potential partners. NineStar Connect and Hancock Health have committed extensive time
to this initiative, and we are pleased to have them as private sector partners to help move Stellar
Designation to implementation. These interviews and the associated outreach helped us determine the
membership of our Steering Committee. The Committee, comprised of community leaders and
partners 4, is instrumental in advocating for our communities and projects that move the region forward.
The Steering Committee was directly engaged in the development of our Regional Development Plan
and assisted the Stellar Team in prioritizing all Stellar projects.
Through the Stellar process we have discussed the role of businesses and chambers of commerce.
While New Palestine has a strong Chamber of Commerce, Cumberland does not have a Chamber, and
McCordsville is part of the Fortville McCordsville Chamber, which has been very Fortville centric. There
is a need for a business group that advocates for the corridor and for the interests of businesses along
the corridor. The idea of a Regional Chamber has been broached with members of the business
community and the existing Chambers. A regional chamber that combines business in all three towns
along the corridor could help leverage business support in the region for future development and
infrastructure along the Mt. Comfort Corridor. Discussions are currently underway with local officials
and businesses within the region. A regional chamber or business group would be a component in the
long-term viability for this corridor. Often times the towns carry out the roles of a traditional chamber
of commerce in the absence of one. A chamber can also create increased buy-in for the region as a
whole. A group of interested businesses and leaders have started to meet to discuss the formation of a
business advocacy group focused on the corridor. We will be conducting a survey of business leaders to
further gauge their interest and solicit feedback. Whether there is a formal business group or business
advisory group that assists with the implementation of Stellar Communities, we believe it is important to
make sure the business community has the resources it needs to prosper.
Finally, if designated involvement with the community youth will be a priority. We have preliminary
commitments from the schools to do various student art projects over the 4 year Stellar horizon. Those
projects would allow student artists from Mt. Vernon Community Schools and the Community School
Corporation of Southern Hancock County to display their art on public infrastructure such as, park
benches, utility cabinets, and crosswalks. These art projects, while great experiences for the students,
add to the enjoyment of the community, and enhance connections between the community and the
schools. We are also committed to quarterly Stellar updates. Each quarter, for the full four years,
members of the Stellar Team will present updates and status for all Stellar efforts. The presentation will
4

Steering Committee members are identified in the Steering Committee Matrix which has been uploaded into the
on-line application.
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be a traveling show, visiting each town. Our Stellar website will be continually updated to mark the
progress of projects and plans, and our Stellar Facebook page will allow a space for public comment on
project, plans, and progress.

Word cloud representation of the "I Love My Community Because" responses...
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4

PROJECT
IDENTIFICATION &
STRATEGIC
INVESTMENT PLAN
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Project Types

Economic
Development

Placemaking

Infrastructure

Historic
Preservation

Business &
Innovation

In order to ensure that projects reflect the goals established for the Mt. Comfort Corridor, the selected
projects include those that link regional assets, create or improve quality of place, address housing
needs, incorporate technology, address health, and/or advance the communities desire to be globally
competitive. The following list of projects have financing gaps but have been determined to be the
highest priorities and have the ability to be completed within four years.
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The Trailhead at Buck Creek

Location: Southeast corner of US 40 and Carroll Road
Description: A 36-acre mixed-use development features 22,300 square feet of new commercial space
and 60 units of affordable workforce housing. Phase I consists of the affordable housing and 14,500
square feet of commercial space, located on 3.4 acres of land outside of the floodplain. Phase II would
involve the remaining commercial space and would be completed after the Stellar horizon.

Features: Adjacent to the Pennsy Trail and a short walk to where the Pennsy and Buck Creek Trails
connect. The floodplain will be programmed as open space. Public investment will include the trail,
farmers market, pedestrian bridge, roads, trailhead, and community spaces.

Partners: Project will be developed by T& H Investment Properties, LLC (residential component), The
Hageman Group (commercial component), The Annex group (general contractor), and the Town of
Cumberland. T & H Investment Properties, LLC is WMBE certified and has experience with 4% and 9%
LIRTC projects, state housing tax credit, soft subsidy loans, tax PILOTs/abatements, bridge loans, and
equity investments

Readiness: Pro forma and conceptual site plan are complete. The development team has been
selected. The developer is prepared to apply for Rental Housing Tax Credits in 2019
Eligibility/Qualifications: The project meets IHCDA’s requirements under the current State of Indiana
Qualified Action Plan.

Floodplain: Approximately 6.76 acres of
land is located in the Floodplain and
Floodway zones on this parcel. Please
note all residential and commercial
structures developed during Phase I of
the development will not be located in a
floodplain.

Total Cost: $16,017,144
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US 52 Streetscape in New Palestine
Location: Two primary locations, intersections of US 52 & Mt. Comfort Road and US 52 & Gem Rd
Description: Streetscape improvements, including street lighting, pocket park, landscaping, crosswalks,
Main St. New Palestine gateway signage, and sidewalks.

Features: Street lighting will be focused along Mt. Comfort Road for the length of the Town’s corporate
limits, and at the intersection of US 52 & Gem Road. The pocket park is slated for a small, Town owned
parcel at the southwest corner of US 52 & Gem Road. The intersection at US 52 and Gem Road, which is
the gateway into the Main Street area of New Palestine will also get landscape treatments, crosswalks,
Main Street gateway signage, and a small segment of sidewalk along the southside of US 52 to complete
the fill in an existing gap. Landscaping will be focused on the hard corners of the intersection at US 52 &
Gem Road.

Partners: Town of New Palestine, New Palestine Main Street Organization
Readiness: Land secured, no additional rights-of-way needed. Preliminary engineering is in progress.
This project is not located in the floodplain.

Eligibility/Qualifications: This project meets the criteria to declare slum and blight and is a backup
project for INDOT funding.

Total Cost: $901,843
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Roundabout Mt. Comfort Road & CR 600N
Location: Intersection of Mt. Comfort Road (CR 600W) & CR 600N, 1 mile north of Indianapolis Regional
Airport, and 3 miles north of I-70
Description: Construction of a two-lane roundabout. This roundabout is being designed to function with
the current two-lane roadway configuration and with the future four/five lane roadway configuration.
While the project is a piece of the larger planned roadway improvements to the Mt. Comfort Road
Corridor, its design allows it to be a plug-n-play project.
Features: A 2015 traffic study by A&F Engineering determined this intersection would operate at below
acceptable levels of service under future (2030) traffic volumes in the PM peak. However, with
mitigated conditions, ie. a roundabout, the intersection would operate at acceptable levels of service
during both peak hours, under all traffic volume scenarios.
Partners: Town of McCordsville
Readiness: Environmental is 100% complete and design is currently 40% complete. Project
development on pace to start construction in Spring of 2022 5. This project is not located in the
floodplain.
Eligibility: This intersection is located outside of the Indianapolis MPO’s urbanized area. The MPO has
provided a letter of support, and therefore this project is eligible for the Stellar INDOT funds.
Cost: $2,710,000 6

5

United Consulting has provided a status memo detailing a timeline for the completion of this project following all
INDOT and FHWA processes. This memo is included in the Appendices.
6
A Project Estimate, provided by United Consulting, is provided in the Appendices.
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Cumberland Heights Trail
Location: Westside of Buck Creek Road from just south of Granby Drive to just north of Beckley Road
Description: The five-foot wide trail, with five- foot buffer, is approximately ½ mile in length.
Features: The trail will provide a safe space for walking and bicycling on a narrow, busy road as the
Cumberland Heights neighborhood does not have sidewalks or a safe way to walk and bike to parks,
restaurants, and other amenities.
Partners: Town of Cumberland
Readiness: Schematic and costs estimates are complete. Preliminary engineering is in progress and
additional right-of-way is not anticipated at this time. Final engineering and environmental work is
scheduled for 2019.
Eligibility/Qualifications: If designated the Town will conduct an Income Survey in order to qualify for
CDBG funding. Preliminary analysis suggests the area will meet income limits. The Town will use
Kleinpeter Consulting Group as its Grant Administrator.

Floodplain: Approximately 720 feet of this path appear to be within Floodplain Zone AE.
Total Cost: $660,000
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Old Town Greenway
Location: Through Old Town from United Methodist
Church to Township Park
Description: Construction of multi-use path along
the legal drain providing a central pedestrian/bicycle
facility through Old Town. Trail is approximately ¼
mile in length.
Features: Project will feature a clean-up and
restoration of the legal drain along with view stands
along the trail to activate the legal drain as a water
feature. Project expected to assist in revitalization
of Old Town.
Partners: Town of McCordsville, Hancock County Surveyor’s Office
Readiness: Feasibility study, schematic, and cost estimates complete. Design and community outreach
are expected to take approximately 1 year. Land acquisition is expected, a maximum of 6 parcels have
been identified as likely partial land acquisitions.
Eligibility/Qualifications: If designated the Town will
conduct an Income Survey in order to qualify for
CDBG funding. Previous surveys conducted in Old
Town have confirmed the area does meet income
limits. The Town will use Kleinpeter Consulting Group
as its Grant Administrator.

Floodplain: As this path runs along the legal drain, in
a dense neighborhood, portions of the trail are
located within the floodplain and floodway. The
Town has identified an alternative route which is not
within the floodplain.
Cost: $1,174,700.96
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New Palestine Lions Park Playground Equipment
Location: Lions Club Park, 5242 W US 52
Description: Removal of current playground equipment at Lions Park in New Palestine which is in
disrepair and in need of substantial upgrade, and installation of new ADA accessible equipment.
Features: Two sets of equipment will be added: (1) for children ages 2 to 5, and (2) for children ages 5 to
12
Partners: Town of New Palestine, New Palestine Lions Club
Readiness: Lyons Club (owner of property) is excited about the opportunity to upgrade the facilities. A
preliminary assessment of the needs and site has been completed. Town to provide necessary match in
2021. The site is not located in floodplain.
Eligibility/Qualifications: The Town is prepared to declare this area as slum and blight.
Total Cost: $235,000
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Nichols Building (New Palestine)
Location: 11 E. Main Street
Description: Two-story brick structure built in the 1800s and is need of significant
repair/reconstruction of the exterior envelope.

Features: Improvements include removing parge material and CMU, re-pointing and replacing brick,
applying water repellant, window repairs, and other similar repairs to address the issues.

Partners: Town of New Palestine, New Palestine Main Street Organization, New Palestine Museum
Readiness: A building assessment and cost estimates are complete. The Town owns the building and
has the rights to make repairs. The building is not located in the floodplain.

Eligibility/Qualifications: The Town will seek CDBG funds utilizing an income survey or declaring slum
& blight.
Total Cost: $136,000
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New Palestine Main Street Master Plan
Location: Main Street area of downtown New Palestine (as further identified on the map below)
Description: The New Palestine Main Street Master Plan will help guide the New Palestine Main Street
Organization in efforts to revitalize Main Street. The plan will include recommendations for needed
physical improvements, marketing and advertising ideas, capacity building, and attracting new
businesses.

Features: Main Street New Palestine features historical buildings, and quaint and pleasing streetscape
along US 52. The area also includes major community focal points, such as Town Hall, the Nichols
Building, and the entrance into New Palestine High School.

Partners: Town of New Palestine, New Palestine Main Street Organization
Readiness: Town will provide match needed for the plan. Main Street Organization is committed to the
process and ready to start in 2019.

Eligibility/Qualifications: New Palestine Main Street is a recognized Main Street Organization and
therefore eligible for this funding. The Town of New Palestine will pass the funding through to the Main
Street organization.
Total Cost: $40,000
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Old Town Revitalization Plan
Location: Old Town area of McCordsville (as further identified on the map below)
Description: Revitalization Master Plan to establish a vision for how Old Town McCordsville can be reinvested in, while maintaining the quaint, small town feel of the neighborhood.

Features: Plan will include revitalization strategies and projects that can be undertaken to support the
vision.

Partners: Town of McCordsville
Readiness: Town is committed to providing the local match for the project and administering the plan
along with a grant administrator. The Town would hire a planning consultant to complete the plan.

Eligibility/Qualifications: If designated the Town will conduct an Income Survey in order to qualify for
CDBG funding. Previous surveys conducted in Old Town have confirmed the area does meet income
limits. The Town will use Kleinpeter Consulting Group as its Grant Administrator.

Total Cost: $40,000
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Façade Grants
Location: The Main Street area of New Palestine
Description: Preservation of historic facades in New Palestine Main Street area.
Features: The façade grants will provide assistance and an incentive for property owners to restore
historic properties in New Palestine. The Town proposes a grant program with a one-to-one match
requirement.

Partners: Town of New Palestine, New Palestine Main Street Organization, Indiana Landmarks
Readiness: The town has identified property owners they would like to target and that are interested in
participating. The town has also talked to Indiana Landmarks about assisting with the program
development.

Eligibility/Qualifications: The Town will seek CDBG funds utilizing an income survey or declaring slum
& blight.

Total Cost: $200,000
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Gem Wastewater Treatment Plant Reroute to
Cumberland Plant
Location: New Force-main runs along Pennsy Trail from 600W to Carroll Rd, see map below.
Description: Rerouting the flows to the Gem Wastewater Treatment Plant to the Cumberland
Treatment Plant will be more cost effective and allow for more efficient service to rate payers. Once
rerouted, the Gem north plant will be transitioned into a lift station.
Features: This re-route and conversion will result in lower user rates to consumers than the alternative,
which is an expansion of the Gem Plant.

Partners: Town of Cumberland
Readiness: Pre-engineering is complete, and plans are in final design. The Cumberland plant has the
necessary capacity. The town owns the property and anticipates being ready to bid in 2019 for
construction in 2020.

Eligibility/Qualifications: If designated the Town will conduct an Income Survey in order to qualify for
CDBG funding. Preliminary analysis suggests the area will meet income limits. The Town will use
Kleinpeter Consulting Group as its Grant Administrator.
Total Cost: $1,250,000
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North Railroad Street Stormwater Improvements
Location: Generally, the northwest corner of Mt. Comfort Road and W. Broadway (SR 67)
Description: Construction of stormwater pipe (sizes 12” to 30”) to add positive drainage in the area,
which currently has little to no stormwater infrastructure.

Features: This is the last in a series of five stormwater projects identified as needed projects in a 2005
study of the Old Town area.

Partners: Town of McCordsville
Readiness: Pre-engineering is complete and final design will begin in 2019. Following final design, the
town will begin easement acquisition, and it is anticipated to be 4-8 acquisitions. Acquisition is
scheduled for 2020.

Eligibility/Qualifications: If designated the Town will conduct an Income Survey in order to qualify for
CDBG funding. Previous surveys conducted in Old Town have confirmed the area does meet income
limits. The Town will use Kleinpeter Consulting Group as its Grant Administrator.

Total Cost: $300,000
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Business

Incubator/Co-working

Space

&

Makerspace
Location: It will be located within commercial space in The Trailhead at Buck Creek.
Description: Small businesses are an important part of our communities. We want to see these
businesses continue to grow and expand, while also nurturing new entrepreneurs. A business
incubator/co-working space combined with a makerspace that allows access to all residents of the
region. As a part of this project, the program would incorporate a workforce navigator to help low
income individuals within the region to build relationships and connect them to workforce services as
well as social services.

Features: Starting a small business can be expensive; therefore, we propose that membership to the
space will be discounted if not free for low income users. Further discounts will be offered to residents
of Cumberland, McCordsville, and New Palestine. Additional amenities could include monthly brown
bag training sessions, daycare, mentoring, or other similar options. Long term we hope to have satellite
locations in both McCordsville and New Palestine. Additionally, students may be offered summer
memberships to the makerspace.

Partners: Towns of Cumberland, McCordsville, & New Palestine, and a Woman/Minority Business
Enterprise (WMBE)

Readiness: Preliminary design is complete. Anticipated construction is in 2020. The Town will need to
put out a Request for Proposals in 2019 or 2020 for firms or individuals to operate the center. The
center will be ready to open b 2020 or 2021 at the latest.
Eligibility/Qualifications: This economic development project will qualify for incentives offered for
income qualifying users. The area may qualify as an LMI area. The project will meet the income benefit
ratio.

Total Cost: $765,000 (one-time costs), additional $167,500 annually
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Construction $700,000
Lease (assumes discounted 50% full service): $37,500 annually
Tenant finish: $50,000
Equipment: $15,000 up front and $5,000 annually
Operating Costs (staff and CAM) - $75,000 annually
Scholarships/Membership Assistance - $10,000 annually
Workforce Navigator: $40,000 annually
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New Palestine Community Room Upgrades
Location: New Palestine Town Hall, 42 E. Main Street
Description: The upgrades to the Richard M. Shank Community Room to make it more user friendly.
Features: Updates include but are not limited to restrooms, kitchen, and second entrance/exit. The
improvements will also address security concerns for the remainder of the Town Hall building by
creating clear separation between the two spaces.

Partners: Town of New Palestine
Readiness: Pre-engineering is complete and the Town owns the property. Town is prepared to provide
local match in 2020. The building is not located within the floodplain.

Eligibility/Qualifications: The Town will seek CDBG funds utilizing an income survey or declaring slum
& blight.

Total Cost: $109,000
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South Depot St. Flex Street
Location: S. Depot Street between Main Street and Larrabee Street.
Description: The project would convert the existing traditional street into a flex street that could be
closed to vehicular traffic at certain times, creating a venue for events and festivals.

Features: Street lighting, free public WIFI, decorative safety gates, and improved pedestrian
connectivity are proposed with this project.

Partners: Town of New Palestine
Readiness: No additional property is needed. The schematic and cost estimates are complete. The
property is not located in the floodplain.

Eligibility/Qualifications: The Town will seek CDBG funds utilizing an income survey or declaring slum
& blight.
Total Cost: $220,000

Photo by Katherine Daniels (CC BY-NC 4.0). Copyright 2003 American Planning Association
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Owner Occupied Repairs
Location: The communities are targeting a specific area in each Town for this program, see maps
below.

Description: Owner Occupied Repair program for residents in good standing with taxing units.
Features: Eligible repairs will be focused efficiency and technology, such as high efficiency HVAC
systems, LED lighting, insulation, and standard building envelope components such as siding and roofing.

Partners: Towns of Cumberland, McCordsville, & New
Palestine

Readiness: The Team is prepared to complete the
requirements of the program following designation,
and begin administering the program in summer of
2019.

Eligibility/Qualifications: Stellar Set-aside
Total Cost: $250,000

Main Street area, New Palestine

Cumberland Heights area, Cumberland

Old Town area, McCordsville
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Mental Health In and Out Program
Location: N/A
Description: The Hancock County Health Needs Assessment (CHNA) found that mental health barriers
were one of the bigger health issues in the County. The top issues identified were financial and
insurance barriers, perceptions and embarrassment, as well as a general uncertainty of where to go for
help. The proposed Mental Health In and Out Program focuses on making resources easy to find,
expand the QPR and CIT training programs in order to train more community representatives, and to
provide Police Officers within our region with access to licensed clinicians.

Features: Outreach for mental health resources; provides a licensed clinician to assist Police
Departments; and trains first responders, educators, and faith-based leaders about how to identify and
respond to mental health related issues.

Partners: Hancock Health Hospital Foundation
Readiness: Z-cards are in design, training programs are available, local police and fire departments are
signed on to utilize the program, and clinicians have been identified.

Eligibility/Qualifications: Mental Health Resources ranked high in the Hancock County Health Needs
Assessment.

Total Cost: $35,000

For more details on projects please see the links below to Project Assessments conducted by DLZ.
Cumberland Project Assessment
McCordsville Project Assessment
New Palestine Project Assessment
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Complementary Projects
The following projects have been identified as complementary. These projects have been selected as
complimentary projects, because we believe they are vital to our Stellar efforts, but are either not
expected to be eligible for Stellar funding and/or are back-ups for Stellar projects. All the projects help
to continue to develop the region cohesively.
Complementary Projects
Mt. Comfort Corridor Gateways (All)
Senior Apartment Project (New
Palestine)
WIFI Zones (All)
Smart Trail Amenities (All)
Bike Repair Stations (Cumberland &
McCordsville)
SR 67 Streetscape Phase II
(McCordsville)
Mt. Comfort & US 40 Mixed Use
Development (Cumberland)
Corridor Branding (All)
Force Main & Lift Station Cedar Creek to
Crystal Heights (New Palestine)
Smart Town Halls (All)
Battle of the Canvas Event (Cumberland)
ULI Panel
Fiber Optic Extension (Cumberland)
Hancock Health I-70 Development
(Private)
Hancock Health US 52 Development
(New Palestine)
Larrabee & Rineger Pocket Park
Improvements (New Palestine)
Smart Streets (All)
Agri-Innovation Forum (All)
Aeronautics Partnership (All)
WWTP Expansion (McCordsville)
Main Street East Gateway (New
Palestine)
Corridor Master Plan (All)
Cumberland HCI ARTirondack Chair
Event
Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper Public Art
Transformation Projects
Smart Neighborhood

Total Project
Cost
$ 90,000
$12,000,000
$184,873
$250,000
$17,000

Private
Investment

Local
Leverage

Other Sources
(foundations,
etc.)

$30,000

$60,000

$172,523
$100,000
$8,500

$15,000

$12,000,000
$12,350
$135,000
$8,500

$100,000

$100,000

$40,000,000

$ 33,000,000

$7,000,000

$100,000
$90,000

$30,000

$30,000
$90,000.00

$41,000
$20,000
$130,000
$588,364
$18,000,000

$10,000
$100,000
$588,364
18,000,000

$4,200,000

$ 4,200,000

$40,000

$41,000
$10,000
$30,000

$25,000

$20,000

$30,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,900,000
$35,000

$30,000

$5,900,000
$35,000

$75,000
$10,000

$75,000
$5,000

$5,000

$25,000

$15,000

$10,000

$453,456

$5,000

$5,000
$5,000

$453,456
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Implementation
Each project has been designated a project team 7 that will be tasked with providing monthly internal
updates on the status of the projects to the rest of the project team. Every quarter, the Stellar Team will
provide an update on all projects to the state and public via the Mt. Comfort Corridor’s Stellar
Communities website. The Stellar Team, will be comprised of the Regional Development Team, and
annually will elect a Team Leader from its membership. The Team Leader will be responsible for
oversight of the Stellar program and ensuring that project managers are keeping their projects on
schedule. These updates will list all activity that has taken place over the quarter and detail the current
status of all Stellar projects.
Every year, the Team Leader will conduct an annual progress report will provide updated data points for
the Mt. Comfort Corridor’s key growth indicators. These metrics will measure the overall quality of life
and positive growth trajectory for the region.
Population growth
Population growth will measure the overall health and growth of the region. If the population continues
to grow at a rate at or above its benchmark communities, the Mt. Comfort Corridor is providing the right
mix of quality of life and place that is attracting residents. Data for this indicator is from Esri.
Unemployment rate
The unemployment rate will measure the ability of the region’s residents to find work within the
community. Data for this indicator is from Esri.
Job growth
Job growth will measure the increase in the job supply of the corridor and whether residents are able to
find jobs closer to home. Data for this indicator is from Emsi.
Median household income
Median household income will measure the overall financial well-being of the residents of the corridor.
It will also measure any growth in prosperity and wages. Data for this indicator is from Esri.
Retail Leakage Factor
The retail leakage factor measures the percentage of total retail potential in the corridor being met by
retail stores outside of the corridor. A decrease in this factor indicates a growth in retail within the
community, providing more retail options for the corridor’s residents. Data for this indicator is from Esri.
Housing Affordability Index
The housing affordability index is the ratio between the corridor’s median home price and the amount a
family earning the area’s median household income can afford (based on the standard 30% of income
spent on housing costs). A decrease in this index will reflect increasing housing affordability for a typical
household in the area. Data for this indicator is from Esri and Zillow.
7

Project Teams are noted in the Appendices.
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These seven key indicators will be compared to three benchmark counties in Indiana to provide an
overall comparison of growth reflective of macro-level changes in the state economy.
Benchmark Counties for the Mt. Comfort Corridor Region include Wells County, IN; Adams County, IN;
and Hendricks County, IN. These counties were chosen based on proximity to a larger Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA), growth demands, and aspirations for the Mt. Comfort Corridor. Wells and Adams
counties are smaller in size than Hendricks County but resemble the Mt. Comfort Corridor region in rural
character and proximity to a larger MSA. Hendricks County is included as a benchmark because growth
in the Mt. Comfort Corridor Region and Hancock County is expected to trend similarly to the growth
Hendricks County has experienced over the last twenty years. More detailed explanations for why each
benchmark community is included are provided below.
Wells County, Indiana
Wells County is located on the southern edge of the Fort
Wayne MSA, which is similar to the Mt. Comfort
Corridor Region’s location near the edge of the
Indianapolis MSA. The county has a population of
approximately 28,000 people close to the combined
total population for the towns of McCordsville,
Cumberland, and New Palestine. Wells County is
focused on growing its population in a sustainable way
that maintains the County’s rural character while adding
to local quality of life. To accomplish this, Wells County
is focusing on affordable housing strategies to make it a
more affordable and attractive place to live. Similarly,
the Mt. Comfort Corridor Region has planned affordable
housing projects to ensure that people who want to live
in the community have an opportunity to do so while
enjoying the numerous opportunities offered by the
region’s rural nature.
Adams County, Indiana
Like Wells County, Adams County is located on the southeastern edge of the Fort Wayne MSA, which is
comparable to the Mt. Comfort Corridor Region’s location near the Indianapolis MSA. Adams County is
slightly larger than Wells County with an approximate population of 35,484 people. Like Wells County
and the Mt. Comfort Corridor Region, Adams County is focused on smart growth that maintains its rural
character. Adams’ County’s growth strategy is similar to Wells County’s by focusing on a variety of
affordable housing options that meet the diverse needs of both current and future residents.
Hendricks County, Indiana
Hendricks County is located on the western edge of the Indianapolis MSA making it comparable to
Hancock County and the Mt. Comfort Corridor Region’s location on the eastern edge of the Indianapolis
MSA. Hendricks County has experience significant population and business growth over the past twenty
years, and Hamilton County is projected to experience similar growth patterns in the coming ten to
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twenty years. Hendricks County’s growth was in-part driven by the development of the Ronald Reagan
Parkway which caused significant development along the Parkway’s corridor. The Mt. Comfort Corridor
Region plans for growth to occur along the Mt. Comfort Road Corridor in a similar fashion.
Current Indicator Values
County

Hancock
Adams
Wells
Hendricks

Population
Growth
(20102018)

Unemployment
Rate

Job
Growth
(20102018)

Median
Household
Income

Retail
Leakage
Factor

Housing
Affordability
Index

9.4%
4.2%
2.6%
14.9%

2.5%
2.8%
2.3%
2.6%

24%
14%
6%
41%

$69,080
$50,413
$52,165
$76,575

25.9
-4.7
16.1
-0.9

1.3
1.2
1.3
1.5
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5

VIABILITY &
SUSTAINABILITY
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Sustainability
The Stellar Team will be responsible for overseeing sustainability of the Stellar efforts from a procedural
and organizational standpoint. The other key sustainability measure is the ability to fund and maintain
projects. Each community has a financial sustainability plan.
Town of Cumberland
The Town of Cumberland maintains adequate fund balances to pay for planned projects, as well as
unexpected costs. For 2018, the Town of Cumberland budgeted an operating balance of $2,128, 622 for
the general fund. Over the last four years general fund revenues have averaged $2,682,465 and have
exceeded expenses. The general fund alone has a current balance of $3,049,197. The council has
adopted Resolution 2018-16 pledging $230,333 toward match for the Cumberland Heights trail project
and an additional $80,000 for complimentary projects to be paid out of the general fund. Additionally,
the town budgets annually $30,000 in CEDIT funds to be used for trail maintenance and $30,000 in
riverboat funds to be used for ADA sidewalk repairs. The town also uses a trail maintenance system
which places an emphasis on pavement preservation as every dollar spent on preservation yields future
savings of six to ten dollars in rehabilitation and reconstruction costs.
Similarly, the Cumberland council has pledged $550,000 from the Gem Wastewater operating fund. The
current balance in the Gem Wastewater operating fund is $1,037,677, and the 2018 operating budget is
$509,570. Over the last four years revenues have averaged $1,014,299. The match for the project will
not result in a rate increase. Furthermore, the project itself may very well reduce rates since rerouting
Gem Wastewater to the Cumberland Wastewater plant will make the system more efficient and should
significantly reduce operating and maintenance costs.
The Town proposes to use Tax Increment Financing for eligible projects near Carroll Road and US 40.
The TIF estimate is currently being prepared, however early estimates show $128,684 could be
generated annually. The project calls for an Incubator/Makerspace that will provide services like the
Workforce Navigator and Coder Dojo Clubs. The Stellar project investment will help get these projects
off the ground, but user fees and donations are also expected. A full pro forma will be developed for
these programs once a firm is selected to operate the Incubator/Makerspace. The project developer is
the Hageman Group, which has a reputation for being good stewards for its developments through
ensuring they have long-term uses and will become assets for their communities.
Towns of McCordsville and New Palestine
From a project maintenance and budgetary standpoint, the communities share a common methodology
which is detailed below.
Projects to be Maintained by MVH Funds:
1. Each project will be assigned a specific appropriation number and that appropriation number will be
maintained each year for annual maintenance costs. Maintenance costs will be determined based upon
expected deterioration of the infrastructure based on an engineering evaluation and assigned
maintenance treatment set in the Capital Project Plan which is updated annually. Early years may not
involve in actual maintenance costs.
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2. All proposed projects will be incorporated into each town’s Asset Management Plan, which is updated
annually. All roads within each town are rated by the PASER rating system and the rating is updated into
Asset Management Plan every other year. The towns use their Asset Management Plans to prioritize
projects which is then updated into the Capital Projects Plan which is used to budget annual capital
expenditures.
3. All projects funded through MVH Funds will be maintained via MVH maintenance funds in each
town’s budget. Depending upon the size of the maintenance expense, wheel tax and property tax
would be available to assist in funding the maintenance.
4. If the standard MVH maintenance funds are not sufficient to cover all project maintenance costs, the
town would use the 10% of MVH that has historically transferred to Rainy Day each year, for project
maintenance. As an example, McCordsville’s 10% contribution to Rainy Day from MVH in 2019 is
expected to be $140,000.
5. If neither of the above scenarios are sufficient to cover project maintenance the Town, as a third
option, would fund the maintenance, via an additional appropriation, from MVH’s operating
balance. Both Towns have historically kept an operating balance at 20% of the budget.
Projects to be Maintained by General Funds:
1. Each project will be assigned a specific appropriation number and that appropriation number will be
maintained each year for annual maintenance costs. Maintenance costs will be determined based upon
expected deterioration of the infrastructure based on an engineering evaluation and assigned
maintenance treatment set in the Capital Project Plan which is updated annually. Early years may not
involve in actual maintenance costs.
2. All proposed projects will be incorporated into each town’s Asset Management Plan, which is updated
annually. All roads within each town are rated by the PASER rating system and the rating is updated into
Asset Management Plan every other year. The towns use their Asset Management Plans to prioritize
projects which is then updated into the Capital Projects Plan which is used to budget annual capital
expenditures.
3. All projects funded through General Funds will be maintained via General maintenance funds in each
town’s budget.
4. If the standard General maintenance funds are not sufficient to cover all project maintenance costs,
the Town would use the General funds operating balance. It is important to note that any projects that
would be funded from the General Fund as Stellar or Complimentary projects are expected to have
minimal maintenance costs.
Projects to be Maintained by CEDIT Funds:
1. Each project will be assigned a specific appropriation number and that appropriation number will be
maintained each year for annual maintenance costs. Maintenance costs will be determined based upon
expected deterioration of the infrastructure based on an engineering evaluation and assigned
maintenance treatment set in the Capital Project Plan which is updated annually. Early years may not
involve in actual maintenance costs.
2. All proposed projects will be incorporated into each town’s Capital Projects Plan, which is updated
annually. The town’s use their Capital Projects Plans to budget for annual maintenance.
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3. All projects maintained through CEDIT would have an assigned appropriation number and expected
annual maintenance cost and therefore, the CEDIT mechanism would lock-in its portion of the monthly
CEDIT income. The Town’s CEDIT fund takes in more than it spends and therefore the additional annual
maintenance costs bore by these projects can be funded through CEDIT. It is important to note that any
projects that would be funded from the CEDIT Fund as Stellar or Complimentary projects are expected
to have zero or minimal maintenance costs. The only Stellar/Complimentary Projects currently slated
for CEDIT funding are the towns’ planning studies. In that case, there would be no maintenance costs
from CEDIT.
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Long Term Viability
We have slated each project, both complementary and Stellar, into a tier, all falling within a 4-year
timeline based upon readiness, feasibility, and funding. Those tiers are noted below:
Project Name
L, C, Q Art
WIFI Zones
Train Cam
Trailhead at Buck
Creek
Fiber Extension
Bike Repair
Mental Health In & Out
Program
Revitalization Plan
Smart Town Halls
ULI Panel
Corridor Plan

Town
All
All
McCordsville
Cumberland

Battle of the Canvas
Main St. East Gateway
Nichols Building
Owner Occupied
Repairs
Sanitary Re-route

Project Name
Gateways
Historic Façade Repairs
Lions Club Park
Heights Trail
Bike Repair
Trail Amenities
Agri-Innovation Forum
Aeronautics
Partnership
Smart Neighborhood

Tier 1 2018-2019
Type
Complementary
Complementary
Complementary
Stellar

Cumberland
All
All

Description
Public Art
Public hotspots
Publicly accessible train cam feed
Mixed-use Development w/
Affordable Housing
Complementary Fiber Optic Extension
Complementary Bike repair stations
Stellar Health Project

McCordsville
All
All
All

Stellar
Complementary
Complementary
Complementary

Cumberland
New Palestine
New Palestine
All

Complementary
Complementary
Stellar
Stellar

Cumberland

Stellar

Old Town Revitalization
Smart upgrades
National ULI Panel Report
Corridor Land Use/Design Standards
Plan
Public Art
Streetscape/Gateway
Nichols Building façade rehabilitation
Target for specific areas in each
community
Re-route of sewer to address
capacity issues.

Tier 2 2019-2020
Town
Type Description
All
Complementary Gateway beautification
New Palestine
Stellar Historic Preservation Façade
Program
New Palestine
Stellar ADA accessible park improvements
Cumberland
Stellar Trail
All
Complementary Bike repair stations
All
Complementary Ped counters, pavement sensors,
info screens, call box, charging
All
Complementary Forum to bring ag sectors together
All
Complementary Multi-org partnership based on
furthering aeronautics on corridor
McCordsville
Complementary Inclusion of smart home amenities in
new home construction.
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Project Name
Master Plan
Pocket Park
N. Railroad
Stormwater
Roadway Amenities
SR 67 Streetscape Ph. II
WWTP Expansion
S. Depot Flex Street

Project Name
600W & 600N R-A-B
Old Town Greenway
US 52 Streetscape
Incubator/markerspace
Hancock Health I-70
Hancock Health US 52
Community Room
Renovation
Senior Apts

Town
New Palestine
New Palestine
McCordsville

Tier 3 2020-2021
Type
Stellar
Complementary
Stellar

All
McCordsville
McCordsville
New Palestine

Complementary
Complementary
Complementary
Stellar

Town
McCordsville
McCordsville
New Palestine

Tier 4 2021-2022
Type
Stellar
Stellar
Stellar

Cumberland
Cumberland
New Palestine
New Palestine
New Palestine

Description
Main St. Master Plan
Larrabee & Rineger Pocket Park
Stormwater Improvements
Roadway pavement sensors
Landscaping and gateway signage
0.5 to 1 MBD Plant Expansion
Flex Street for event space

Description
Roundabout
Trail through Old Town
Street lights, pocket park,
landscaping, ped improvements
Stellar Back-up to other CDBG projects

Complementary New Hospital Campus
Complementary MOB & Wellness Center
Stellar Town Hall Community Room
Renovation
Complementary Back-up to Cumberland IHCDA
project

The Mt. Comfort Stellar region is focusing its revitalization efforts on underutilized spaces. Revitalization
of these spaces, whether for housing, recreation, or workforce, is key to achieving the goals set forth in
this plan. Hancock County is still very rural; however, the towns on the western border also are facing
sprawl from Indianapolis, so to achieve our vision, we must utilize strategies that allow us to balance
urban growth patterns while maintaining small town life.
Focusing efforts on the towns of Cumberland, McCordsville, and New Palestine allow us to use the
activity already occurring as a springboard for the corridor by leveraging the public investment made to
date. In the last few years, the towns combined have invested over $15 million into key public projects
needed to provide adequate and efficient services as well as create a high quality of life. By mapping
these improvements, we can see where the natural areas are to focus and which areas need the
communities to step in and help stimulate development.
There are specific areas within our Region that are focused on revitalization, for example, McCordsville’s
Old Town and New Palestine’s Main Street. However, we are also focusing on the potential of the
undeveloped or under-developed Mt. Comfort Road Corridor. Our strategy is to pro-actively seek
economic development opportunities that coincide with our vision for the Corridor. We believe, the
Corridor, with proper public investment, community partnerships, marketing, planning, and branding,
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can be a transformative corridor for western Hancock County. Furthermore, we believe if we meet our
goals and outcomes, this Corridor will not need revitalization in 20 years, as is often the case with many
corridors whose growth goes un-checked. We see our Plan, as a preventative plan. If successful in
designation, our vision will produce the next great master planned corridor that can weather downturns in the economy, industry turmoil, new trends, and population shifts, because the corridor is
diversified, has been invested in properly, and features amenities and places/spaces people want to
visit. This means the towns must continue to maintain and invest in the corridor over the years, instead
of allowing un-checked growth and oversight until it was time for a complete revitalization.
All of the proposed major infrastructure projects are included in the applicable town’s capital projects
plan. Thus, each project is budgeted for long-term and the Town would be taking on and then
maintaining regardless of Stellar designation. Some of the add-on items, i.e. trail amenities, roadway
sensors, and bike repairs stations, have minimum maintenance cost long-term. These small annual
maintenance costs will be rolled into our capital assets plans, once the add-in is installed, and budgeted
for through each town’s maintenance plan. In some cases, we expect savings from gained efficiencies to
off-set maintenance costs. Examples would be the retro-fit of LED lighting at the Town Halls (Smart
Town Halls) and more efficient use of salt due to the roadway sensors providing real time, location
specific, weather condition, precipitation, and temperature data to the Public Works Depts.
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6

PROJECT
OUTCOMES &
IMPACTS
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The Mt. Comfort Corridor focuses on the portions of Mt. Comfort Road within the towns of Cumberland,
McCordsville, and New Palestine as well as their main street corridors as they extend out from the road.
These areas were selected because of the impact they will have on the overall community. It’s
important to have a strong community center and identity.
A Stellar designation for the corridor, along with the established regional partnerships, will create a
corridor that links regional assets, creates quality neighborhoods, and attracts employers. A successfully
programmed corridor served by the anchoring Towns, will create long-term economic development
opportunities. By concentrating growth along the Corridor, with high-tech business, complimentary
uses, well-planned neighborhoods, and mixed-use Town centers, the corridor will help control sprawl
leaving the more rural and agricultural parts of the region to develop slowly and in a manner that
protects the rural heritage of the area. All three Towns believe in managing growth, so growth doesn’t
manage us. One way to do this is through our established Land Use and Design Committee (LUDC).
Establishing quality design standards and appropriate and complementary land use controls will allow
for a mix of land uses which will provide residents as consumers and businesses with available
workforce.
The Towns will serve as the critical growth centers making the larger corridor vision possible over the
next 20 years. The services and amenities we implement will determine the quality and pace of our
growth. In partnership with NineStar Connect, we are implementing smart technologies into public
spaces throughout the three Towns. Town halls will be used as demonstration sites to show how smart
technology can improve homes, businesses, and communities. Additionally, we are working to form
public-private partnerships to create quality places with a mix of uses and opportunities.
The talent businesses desired will be drawn to these well-designed vibrant areas. In order to be truly
competitive our Towns must demonstrate that the corridor is globally competitive and has the
amenities of larger communities while maintaining our small-town character. We believe small town
character within each of the Towns can be maintained while at the same time providing a regional
corridor with technology and smart growth as part of its DNA.
Our towns have a need for housing and employees. We have low vacancy rates, low housing stock, and
a need for diverse housing options. Potential businesses desire quality housing nearby for their
employees. Therefore, the Towns propose “smart neighborhoods” that will provide housing for a
variety of lifestyles. Our communities have a fairly young median age, but we also have an aging
population. Aging in place needs, coupled with employers who need talented, young employees, clearly
underscore the region’s need for diverse housing for a diverse population.
Studies show that
millennials and baby boomers both want the same things in a community – walkability, less to maintain,
proximity to family and friends, and convenience. Our regional projects work toward addressing those
desires so that we can retain existing residents and attract new residents of various age groups.
The goal for our region is a smart, well-programmed corridor serving multiple communities. Our towns
will grow significantly over the next 20-30 years. A Stellar designation will assist us in creating a true
region of the future with quality of life the entire region will relate and want to model after.
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Regional Impacts
The types of projects identified in this plan were selected for the potential impact they can have on
housing, retail leakage, workforce development, and quality of life.
The Mt. Comfort Corridor and other parts of the Indianapolis Metro are experiencing a housing crisis.
First, the demand outweighs the current housing stock. The towns are experiencing new building at a
rate that hasn’t been seen since before the Great Recession. Second, there is an affordability issue for
some residents. The majority of jobs in this region pay between $9.38 an hour to $16.08 an hour.
Residents working in those jobs cannot afford the new housing being developed here. Affordability is
considered to be 30% of monthly income going to housing expenses. Given the hourly rates most jobs in
the area pay, affordable housing would range from $100,000 - $150,000 for new construction. The
average home price for entry level housing is nearly $200,000. Based on this data, the communities in
the region conclude that there is a need for diverse options available so workers can live in the
community they work. Additionally, we also need attract more jobs at higher salaries to provide those
that live year, with a higher income, the opportunity to work where they live.
Cumberland in partnership with T& H Investment Properties, LLC and their partners are working to bring
the “Trailhead at Buck Creek” development to fruition. The residential component of the development
will target workforce housing and the commercial portion will provide an opportunity to close some of
the gap with our retail leakage, as well as include quality of life amenities like direct access to both the
Pennsy and Buck Creek Trails and protecting the floodplain and wetlands.
Thomas P. Miller and
Associates conducted a
retail analysis for the
region and found the area
attracts
visitors
for
furniture
and
home
furnishing stores as well
as Food and Beverage
Stores, while general
merchandise
stores,
clothing
&
clothing
accessory stores and food
service
and
drinking
places prove to be retail
opportunities for the
three communities. The commercial market is undergoing some changes; however the new commercial
centers that are thriving are centered around mixed use and anchored not only by housing, but by
restaurants and entertainment. Mixed use development is one way we can try to create some needed
commercial space so those commercial businesses that are looking at our communities have a place to
locate. There has also been a resurgence in buy local movements. Small businesses are another market
segment that is faring well. In addition to mixed use developments, improvements in Main Street New
Palestine and Old Town McCordsville will provide opportunities to leverage private investment.
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Quality of Life can be a decision
factor for locating new businesses.
It’s important that our region has
diverse housing, places for workers to
go to lunch or shop, and places to go
like trails and good parks. The fact
that our communities are so close in
proximity will allow for us to better
leverage public funds to create a
bigger impact. Our focus on the
corridor and the spokes each town
has off of it will spur interest and
development up and down the
corridor and focus development
around the towns and allowing more protections for the more rural areas. Public investment shows the
private market a commitment from the communities. In addition to public investment, organizations
like NineStar Connect and Hancock Health
are making huge investments in the
corridor. NineStar Connect has invested
in the gigabit fiber network throughout
the area, which is a huge factor in making
this area globally competitive. They are
also purchasing the water utility that
serves a portion of the corridor, further
committing to growth of the corridor.
Hancock Health just purchased 130 acres
of land at the Mt. Comfort Road and I-70
interchange. This will be the center of
their expansion plans for the future,
including a possible second hospital if the
area demands it. For now they are starting with an imaging center and medical offices. They chose this
location because it will grow, it’s the gateway into Hancock County, and it will be a very competitive
area in the future. They have also
purchased land in New Palestine for
additional expansion plans. The Hospital
wants to help shape what growth
happens in these key locations and is
working with the towns to develop their
portions of the corridor. Both NineStar
Connect and Hancock Health are major
partners in the Mt. Comfort Corridor
Region.
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Project Impacts
In addition to the large-scale regional impacts noted above each project has its own specific impacts to
the Region.
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Gem North Plant Reroute to Cumberland Wastewater Treatment Plant
o Add Capacity without raising rates for customers
o Efficiency in Operations
US 52 Streetscape
o Activate streetscape with a pocket park
o Improve safety with new lights
o Create identity and gateway opportunity for Main St.
o Provides pedestrian infrastructure for a more connected community
North Railroad Street Stormwater Improvements
o Positive drainage would eliminate a public safety hazard
o Increase in service life of the pavement in the area
Main Street Master Plan
o Provide a vision and direction for the New Palestine Main Street Organization
o Identify revitalization strategies
o Identify economic development opportunities
o Develop a marketing campaign
Old Town Boardwalk
o Restoration of regulated drain
o Creation of a public space for residents to enjoy
o Provides pedestrian infrastructure for a more connected community
o Enhances quality of life of the Old Town neighborhood
o Encourages a more active and healthy lifestyle
o Improves the aesthetics of Old Town
o Enhances community vibrancy
Old Town Revitalization Plan
o Provide a vision and strategy for the revitalization of Old Town McCordsville
o Reinvestment in Old Town
o Enhances neighborhood pride
Cumberland Heights Trail
o Provide safe space for walking/biking along the narrow Buck Creek Road
o Allow for aging in place
o Encourages a more active and healthy lifestyle
New Palestine Community Room Renovations
o Improved community space
o Affordable option for rental space
o Provides a gathering place
o Enhances community pride
Nichols Building
o Preservation of historically/culturally significant structure
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x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

o Enhances neighborhood pride
o Improves the aesthetics of historic New Palestine
o Enhances quality of life
o Enhances community vibrancy
Historic Façade Program
o Incentivizes historic building rehab projects
o Improves the aesthetics of historic New Palestine
o Enhances quality of life
o Enhances community vibrancy
Roundabout
o Less traffic congestion/improved traffic flow
o Enhances safety of intersection
o Reduced maintenance due to elimination of traffic signal
o Increases desirability of corridor for business & commuters
o Increases likelihood of investment
Trailhead at Buck Creek Mixed-use Development
o Apartments and commercial uses adjacent to the Pennsy and Buck Creek Trails
o Adds affordable workforce housing options
o Part of the parcel is in Floodplain and will be retained as natural open space
o Creates a destination adjacent to Old Town Cumberland that will spur additional
revitalization along E. Washington St.
o Provides a unique development that integrates healthy lifestyle choices
o Enhances quality of life
S. Depot Flex Street
o Street activation
o Creates a place for events
o Creation of a public space for residents to enjoy
o Enhances community vibrancy
o Enhances quality of life
Health Project
o Increase awareness of mental health resources in Hancock County
o Provide Police Officers with access to a clinician that can assist on mental health cases
o Train 300 people annually to help identify mental health issues and equip first
responders and teachers with the necessary skills
Incubator/maker-space
o Affordable option for business start-ups
o State of the art business incubator
o Workforce navigator connects people to work/career opportunities
Owner Occupied Repairs
o Repair/re-investment in housing stock
o Assists in revitalization of neighborhoods
o Enhances community pride
o Enhances quality of life
Lions Club Park Improvements
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o

Modern, accessible playground for children (aged 2-12) in New Palestine

Conclusion
The collaboration between Cumberland, McCordsville and New Palestine, through the Stellar program,
has allowed us to think bigger. We are poised to move forward and leverage the technology, health and
transportation assets of the corridor to make our plans a reality. With a Stellar designation we would be
able to fulfill these plans with a greater efficiency and bring these positive impacts to our communities.
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APPENDIX A: RESUMES FOR DEVELOPMENT
TEAM, PROJECT STAFF, AND PRIMARY
ORGANIZATIONS
Due to the length of this document the resumes of the Development Team, Project Staff and Primary
Organizations has not been included in this document. A link to the resumes can be found here. We
have also uploaded the resumes into the on-line application.
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APPENDIX B: REGIONAL OVERVIEW
Mt. Comfort Corridor Region
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Regional Population Growth
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15%

USA

10%
5%
0%
2000

2010

2018

2023

Town Population Growth
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0
2000

2010
New Palestine

2018

2023

McCordsville

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2018 and 2023 Esri
converted Census 2000 data into 2010 geography.
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Age of Population
85 +
75 - 84
65 - 74
55 - 64
45 - 54
35 - 44
25 - 34
15 - 24
10 - 14
5-9
0-4
0.0%

2.0%

4.0%

6.0%

8.0%

10.0% 12.0% 14.0%

The median age is increasing in the region from 35.2 in
2010 to a predicted 37.2 in 2023.
x Cumberland: 39.5
x McCordsville: 35.7
x New Palestine: 43.5

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2018 and 2023 Esri
converted Census 2000 data into 2010 geography.
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Population by Race

Pacific
Islander
Alone,
Asian 0.1%
Alone,
American 1.8%
Indian
Alone,
0.3%

Some
Other Race
Alone,
3.6%

Two or
More
Races,
2.9%

Black
Alone,
22.5%
White
Alone,
68.9%

The

region

is

becoming

more

diverse

over

time

with

minorities representing over 30% of the population up from
28% in 2010.
o Cumberland: 26.8%
o McCordsville: 18.2%
o New Palestine: 2.5%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2018 and 2023 Esri
converted Census 2000 data into 2010 geography.
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Educational Attainment (Ages 25+)
9th - 12th
Grade, No
Diploma,
6.3%

Graduate/Prof Less than 9th
Grade, 2.2%
essional
Degree,
10.7%

High School
Graduate,
24.6%

Bachelor's
Degree,
20.8%

Associate
Degree, 9.4%

40.9%

of

the

Some
College, No
Degree,
21.9%

population

has

a

GED/Alternati
ve Credential,
4.2%

post-secondary

degree

compared to 37% for the United States
o Cumberland: 34.7%
o McCordsville: 58.9%
o New Palestine: 36.6%
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2018 and 2023 Esri
converted Census 2000 data into 2010 geography.

Top 5 Occupation Groups
Description

2017 Jobs

Office and Administrative Support Occupations

6,467

Transportation and Material Moving Occupations

5,669

Sales and Related Occupations

5,299

Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations

4,294

Production Occupations

3,497

Wages & Housing Affordability
Description

Median
Hourly
Earnings

Annual
Earnings

Estimated
Housing
Affordability*

Estimated
Affordable
Monthly
Rent**

Office and Administrative
Support Occupations

$16.08

$46,310

$141,574

$1,286

Transportation and
Material Moving
Occupations

$15.93

$45,878

$139,586

$1,274

Sales and Related

$12.03

$34,646

$95,083

$962
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Occupations

Food Preparation and
Serving Related
Occupations
Production Occupations

$9.38

$27,014

$57,110

$750

$15.70

$45,216

$136,541

$1,256

Source: Emsi 2018.3; Zillow Affordability Calculator
*Assumes $20,000 down payment, $500 in monthly debts
**Assumes 30% of gross monthly income.

Owner Occupied Home Values
2018

2023

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2018 and 2023 Esri
converted Census 2000 data into 2010 geography.
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2018 Home Values by Town
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%

New Palestine

15.0%
10.0%
5.0%

McCordsville

Cumberland

0.0%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2018 Esri converted Census
2000 data into 2010 geography.
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Housing Age
35.00%

30.00%

25.00%

20.00%

15.00%

Mt. Comfort Region
Hendricks County

10.00%

5.00%

0.00%
Built Built Built Built Built Built Built Built Built Built
1939 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2014
or
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to or later
earlier 1949 1959 1969 1979 1989 1999 2009 2013

o 67% of housing units are occupied by homeowners
o 26% are occupied by renters
o 74% of housing units are single-family detached
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey
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Travel Time to Work

90 or more minutes
60 to 89 minutes
45 to 59 minutes
40 to 44 minutes
35 to 39 minutes
30 to 34 minutes
25 to 29 minutes
20 to 24 minutes
15 to 19 minutes
10 to 14 minutes
5 to 9 minutes
Less than 5 minutes
0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

o 59.5% of the population travels less than 30 minutes to
work
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey
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Retail Analysis

Retail Gap: The difference between the amount residents
spend at a particular type of business and the sales from
those businesses within a community
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Source: Esri and Infogroup. Esri 2018 Updated Demographics. Esri 2017 Retail MarketPlace. Copyright 2018 Esri.
Copyright 2017 Infogroup, Inc. All rights reserved.
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APPENDIX C: SURVEY
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APPENDIX

D:

MAJOR

PROJECT

COST

ESTIMATES
Nichols Building Renovation
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Cumberland Heights Trail
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Lions Club Park Improvements
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S. Depot St. Flex Street
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Old Town Greenway
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US 52/Mt. Comfort/Gem Road Streetscape
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Community Room Renovations
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Trailhead at Buck Creek Mixed-use
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Mt. Comfort & CR 600N Roundabout
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A link to the itemized project cost estimate performed by United Consulting can be found here.
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Mt. Comfort Gateway Signage
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APPENDIX E: LETTERS OF SUPPORT
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Chris Smedley
Co-Interim Superintendent
Heather Noesges
Co-Interim Superintendent
Chris Smedley
Chief Financial Officer
Derek Shelton
Director of Operations

Greg Rollo
Director of Technology
Maria Bond
Director of Communications
Heather Noesges
Director of Elementary Education
Scott Shipley
Director of Secondary Education

September 18, 2018
Jodi Golden
Executive Director
Office of Community and Rural Affairs
One North Capitol
Suite 600
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Re: Letter of support for Mt. Comfort Rural Health Project Proposal
Dear Ms. Golden:
I would like to extend the support of the Mt. Vernon Community School Corporation for the Mt. Comfort Gateway
Corridor’s rural health project proposal.
Mental health issues are very prevalent throughout our community as well as our schools. More than ever, it is
important for educators to be up-to-date on current mental health issues and trained on how to recognize the signs of
someone having a mental health crisis. The proposed project would assist in these goals and would also help reduce
barriers to seeking mental health treatment.
Participation in the proposed project would greatly benefit our school district. We are happy to support this project and
to participate.
Sincerely,

Scott Shipley

SCHOOL BOARD:
Tony May
Michael McCarty
Kellie Freeman
Beth Smith
Shannon Walls
1806 W. State Road 234, Fortville, IN 46040 • www.MVCSC.k12.in.us  •  Office: (317) 485-3100 • Fax: (317) 485-3113
Twitter.com/MVCSC_District • Facebook.com/MtVernonSchoolDistrict
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APPENDIX F: PROJECT MATRICES
A link to the Budget & Leverage Matrix can be found here.
A link to the Stellar Research Investment Spreadsheet can be found here.
A link to the Project Feasibility Matrix can be found here.
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APPENDIX G: FINANCIAL COMMITMENT
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APPENDIX

H:

PROJECT

RESPONSIBILITY

CHART
Stellar Project Staff Responsible
Project Manager:
Cumberland Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Trailhead at Buck Creek
T & H Investments, LLC
Christine Owens, April Fisher
The Hageman Group, The Annex Group, Cumberland
Redevelopment Commission

Project Manager:
Cumberland Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Cumberland Heights Trail
Christine Owens
Ben Lipps, April Fisher
Engineering Consulting Firm, Grant Administrator

Project Manager:
Cumberland Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Gem North Re-route
Ben Lipps
Ben Lipps, April Fisher, John Mollencupp
Triad Engineering, Grant Administrator

Incubator/Makerspace (includes workforce navigator & CoderDojo)
Project Manager:
Christine Owens
Cumberland Staff Involved:
April Fisher
Team Contributors:
Thomas P. Miller & Associates, Grant Administrator

Project Manager:
Town Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Project Manager:
McCordsville Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Owner Occupied Repairs
Jim Robinson (New Palestine), Christine Owens (Cumberland), Jack
Spaulding (McCordsville)
Dave Book, Ryan Crum, April Fisher
Grant Administrator
Mt. Comfort & CR 600 N Roundabout
Ryan Crum (ERC)
Mark Witsman
Engineering Consulting Firm

Project Manager:
McCordsville Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Old Town Greenway
Ryan Crum (ERC)
Mark Witsman
Engineering Consulting Firm

Project Manager:

N. Railroad St. Stormwater
Mark Witsman
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McCordsville Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Ron Crider
Engineering Consulting Firm

Project Manager:
McCordsville Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Old Town Revitalization Plan
Ryan Crum
Tonya Galbraith
Grant Administrator, Plan Consultant

Project Manager:
New Palestine Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

US 52 Streetscape
Dave Book
Steve Pool
Engineering Consulting Firm, New Palestine Main Street

Project Manager:
New Palestine Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Main Street Master Plan
New Palestine Main Street
Dave Book
Grant Administrator, Plan Consultant

Project Manager:
New Palestine Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Lions Club Park Improvements
Dave Book
Jim Robinson
New Palestine Lions Club, Grant Administrator

Project Manager:
New Palestine Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Community Room Improvements
Jim Robinson
Dave Book
Grant Administrator, Engineering/Architectural Consulting Firm

Project Manager:
New Palestine Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Project Manager:
New Palestine Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Project Manager:
New Palestine Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Nichols Building Renovation
Dave Book
Jim Robinson
New Palestine Main Street, New Palestine Museum,
Engineering/Architectural Consulting Firm, Grant Administrator
Historic Façade Grants
New Palestine Main Street
Dave Book, Jim Robinson
Indiana Landmarks
S. Depot Flex Street
Dave Book
Jim Robinson, Steve Pool
New Palestine Main Street, New Palestine Museum, New Palestine
Chamber of Commerce, Grant Administrator
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Project Manager:
Staff Involved:
Team Contributors:

Mental Health In/Out Program
Hancock Health Hospital Foundation
April Fisher, Dave Book, Tonya Galbraith
Hancock Health
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